
Farm Trucks ½ ton ONLY 

2024 
1. May use any loaded or factory style replica bumper on the front. Rear bumper must 

be stock bumper or 4 in square tubing. 4 Inch Long Bumper Bracket height of the 

frame 1 side only. May not be used to box in the frame. You can also put a 4”x4” 

piece of tubing on instead.  

2. Motor swaps are allowed, lower block saver only, Rubber mounts only. May have 1 

chain per side head to frame. 1 bolt or may weld 1 link of chain to frame  

3. You may weld the front suspension to gain ride height.  

4. No braced rear-ends allowed, 5 or 6 lugs only. NO 8 lugs are allowed. May use small 

8 inch weld in center in a stock rim. NO SPLIT RIMS  

5. A 4-point cage with a rollover bar in the box is allowed. May have 2 down bars in the 

cab may be welded to the top of the frame. The rollover loop in the box can be no 

wider than the frame rails and no further back than 2 feet from the cab. Roll bar must 

be bolted in.  

6. You can add (4) cab bolts and (4) box bolts or chains 1 inch threaded rod with plates 

no larger than 5in x 5in 3/8 thick. No Sleeving of the bolts with tubing no using 

multiple nuts to act as a pin thru frame.  

7. The cab and the box must be chained together or can 1inch threaded rod in 4 

locations with plates no larger than 5in x 5in. 

8.  Drivers door may be welded shut. Passenger side door can be welded 5 on 5 off  

9. No radi-barrels allowed.  

10. May run slider drive shaft  

11.  Aftermarket steering columns can be used from the box to steering wheel factory.  

12. May fold box sides over behind the back side of the rear wheel wells No bolting the 

sides down no adding metal in the folds. No laying the tailgate on top of the fold 

and bolting or welding it. If you choose not to fold box sides you may weld tailgate 

5in on 5 in off outside of the tail gate only. With material no wider than 3in. NO 

Dropping of the tail gate No welding tailgate to bumper.  

13. You may use aftermarket gas and brake pedals, shifter, headers, and transmission 

coolers.  

14. Gas tanks and battery must be moved to inside the cab and box. 

15. No welding anywhere on frame unless it says you can in the rules. This is a simple 

throw together build! If you make it more than that you will be on the trailer!  

16. Hoods may have (2) 3⁄4” threaded rod in front that goes to frame, and (4) more 

chains to hold hood down. If you want to use all chain, then (6) spots total.  



17. You are allowed 4 clamps per leaf spring pack, you choose where to put them.  

18. We are not going to allow plating on these including pre-runs. We will allow the bare 

minimum to repair them for another run. 

 

Call if you have any questions. This class is simple and should be cheap and easy! 

1⁄2 ton trucks are everywhere and cheap. You will be allowed 6 fix-it plates only on a bend if 

not bent plate will come off no larger then 6x6 plates. 

These are the Truck Rules for NORTHWOOD, KASSON , Osage & Austin 

 


